
Leonardo Escuer Ruiz 
Software Developer 

Enthusiastic Software Developer eager to contribute to team success through hard work, attention
to detail and excellent organizational skills. Motivated to learn, grow and excel in Technology. 

leo@leito.dev 

Madrid, Spain 

www.leito.dev 

linkedin.com/in/leonardo-
escuer-ruiz 

github.com/lescuer97 

SKILLS 

Vanilla JS NodeJS 

Linux Rust 

Typescript Initiative 

Communication 

LANGUAGES 
Spanish 
Native or Bilingual Proficiency 

English 
Full Professional Proficiency 

Catalan 
Limited Working Proficiency 

INTERESTS 

Open Source 

Tennis Legos 

Ethical Hacking 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

Front End Developer 
Vass (Project for Telefonica Tech) 
04/2021 - Present,  Madrid, Spain 
Skills: React, Vanilla Javascript, Redux, Redux Saga, great research. 

Migrating a propietary Javascript framework (based in Pug and Jquery) to ReactJS. 

Created new features for the React application and made sure this features worked even if the
old version of the website is the one that sent the data. 

Collaboration with the Back end and understanding for the transitions of the API to more
modern technologies that worked better with ReactJS. 

Software Developer 
Utopic 
01/2019 - Present,  
Tech Stack: Vanilla JavaScript, React, NodeJs / Express, Firebase 

Created a Front-End in React that handles custom forms for creating different types of users
with different privileges from admins to door admission people to the final user. Using react-
query for all the queries to the servers because of the great convenience and performance. 

Created a Back-End this node/express server also handles the authentication for different
privileged account holders for the front end and handles validation and the processing of data. 

I intended this server to be modular so in the case that if we had to change database provider it
wouldn't be so traumatic. Segmentation into Micro-services in the future would be ideal. 

Made new functionalities like: Multi Factor Authentication, Geo location services, data
visualization. 

Personal Projects 
ww.leito.dev 
This is my personal webpage. I use it for experimenting and posting some portfolio projects. 

Created different web applications for handling request to servers and handle different data
using different state API's like: Context API and React-Query, I have also learned Redux but I
haven't implemented it in personal projects. 

Currently creating the desktop graphical user interface for the Monero to Bitcoin Atomic Swap
project. Using tools such Tauri and Svelte for the front end design and interactions with the
desktop API. 

EDUCATION 

Secure Software Development Fundamentals 
The Linux Foundation 
11/2021 - 02/2022,  Remote 

Logros/Funciones 

Achievements/Tasks 

Achievements/Tasks 
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